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Sunday Services in May�
May 7th Elizabeth Atichson “The Inclusive Community”�

What is it about this community that makes it so important to you�
and me?  Let us think about this together.�

Children's  Program�

May 14th Don Vipond “Not wanted on the voyage”�

Before the days of easy trans-ocean flights, the way to travel was�
on great ships. Even luxury staterooms couldn’t handle all of the�
trunks of stuff rich people want with them, so some trunks got�
labeled, “Not wanted on the voyage” and disappeared into the�
hold. What if that label was applied to people? In fact, we do it all�
the time. Every time we look away from someone crouched on�
the sidewalk, with their dog beside them and a hat inviting hand-�
outs, we tell them “not wanted on the voyage.” Specifically, we�
tell them “YOU are not wanted on the voyage.”�

Children's  Program�

May 21st Mary Lynch & Susan Gage “Engaging in Guatemala”�

Learn about the challenges and rewards of working with another�
culture. Four women from Vancouver Island have been working�
in Guatemala for the past 11 years trying to make a real differ-�
ence in the lives of Mayan families in the beautiful but impover-�
ished communities around Lake Atitlan.�

Children's  Program�

 May 28th Rabbi Shimon Moch “Love thy neighbour as thyself”�

Among the sources of the UU living tradition are Jewish and�
Christian teachings about God's love. How can we integrate an-�
cient lessons into 21st century living?�

Children's  Program�
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All services are held Sundays at�
10:00 a.m. at The James Bay New�
Horizons Centre, 234 Menzies�
Street, Victoria, BC. Child care is�
provided free of charge with our�
Children’s program.�

I have walked that long road�
to freedom.�
I have tried not to falter;�
I have made missteps along�
the way but I have discovered�
the secret that after climbing�
a great hill, one only finds that�
there are many more hills to�
climb.�
I have taken a moment here to�
rest,�
To steal a view of the glorious�
vista that surrounds me, to look�
back on the distance I have�
come.�
But I can rest only for a�
moment,�
for with freedom come�
responsibilities,�
and I dare not linger, for my�
long walk is not yet ended.�

 Nelson Mandela�
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   Board report & News�

Pub night�: Friday, May 12 at the Canoe�
Brew Pub at 450 Swift St.  We'll be on�

the patio weather permitting - everyone�
is welcome – speak to Karen for more�

information 250 920-6042�

Birthdays in May�

May 3 Gemma Tarling�
 Rosemary Morrison�
May 10  Hinda Avery�
May 15 Jackie MacDonald�
May 29�th� Murray Enkin�
May 30  Elsie Farr�

First Unitarian Church of Victoria Community�
Dinner.  Members and friends of Capital are wel-�
come.�

6pm - 9pm Friday May 12th�
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The board report this month is rather short, just a�

few chips as most of our work is ongoing and will be�

reported when completed.�

The board, together with its new members were able�

to welcome back to Victoria, at our meeting on the�

18�th� of April, Dana Seaborn and our silent witness,�

Kiwi. We continue to appreciate all the work that�

Amanda does to make our meetings so easy to�

conduct.�

As the CUC AGM is being conducted on-line this�

year, the CUC has asked the boards of all�

congregations to appoint a Credentials Officer to�

verify the status of their delegates – our board�

appointed Micheal Riess as the Credential Officer�

for CUUC.�

Anyone who is wishing to consider becoming a l�

ay-chaplain would benefit from a conversation�

with Amanda or Dana.�

As the year expands before us we can look forward�

to more Sunday services given by members of�

Capital and First Unitarian Church of Victoria from�

those members who took the homily writing workshop�

given by Rev. Meg Roberts in April.�

   -Alan Dawson for the Board.�
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   News�
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GUATEMALAN SCARVES AND WEAVINGS SALE - MAY 13TH - 11-3, 1648 Rockland�

Lots of you never have the opportunity to see the beautiful Guatemalan scarves we sell to raise�
money for our projects, so if you are interested in seeing the scarves, shawls and other Guatemalan�
weavings, or learning more about our work in Guatemala, please join me at the sale we are holding�
on May 13th , the day before Mother's Day at Carole Sabiston's beautiful rockland house and studio,�
and please forward this on to any friends that you�
think might be interested.�
Hope to see you there, Mary ( Lynch)�

(Mary is Capital’s speaker on May 21st)�
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   Murray Enkin’s Credo�

Credo 170326 The Anthropocene. Quotations and para-�
phrases from�Homo Deus� by Yuval Harari�

 With regard to other animals, humans have long�
since become gods. We still have many stories and images�
of lions, tigers, wolves and elephants, but these animals are�
disappearing. The world is now populated mainly by hu-�
mans and our domesticated animals. During the past�
70,000 years, Homo sapiens became the single most im-�
portant agent of change in the ecology of our planet.�
 This is an unprecedented phenomenon. Previous�
rapid massive changes were caused by mighty natural forc-�
es, like volcanoes or the movement of tectonic plates, not�
by a single species. Their effects varied from place to�
place. Until now, our planet was not a single ecosystem,�
but a collection of loosely connected ecosystems. Now hu-�
mans have caused organisms throughout the world to min-�
gle on a regular basis, regardless of distance or geography.�
Our impact on nature during these 70 millennia has been�
as great as that of evolution by natural selection in millions�
of years. Humankind is replacing natural selection with�
intelligent design.�
 Anthropological and archaeological evidence indi-�
cates that our hunter-gathering ancestors were probably�
animists, who believed that there was no essential gap sep-�
arating humans from other animals. People talked with ani-�
mals, trees, and stones (and fairies, demons, and ghosts) as�
equals. Today most of us see animals as essentially differ-�
ent and inferior. This is because even our most ancient tra-�
ditions were created thousands of years after the end of the�
hunter-gatherer era. The Old Testament, for example, was�
written during the first millennium BC, but the end of the�
hunter-gatherers occurred more than 7,000 years earlier.�
The expulsion from Eden, in which an angry god con-�
demns Adam to ‘eat bread by the sweat of your brow’ re-�
capitulates the Agricultural Revolution.�
 The Bible, along with its belief in human distinc-�
tiveness, was one of the by-products of the Agricultural�
Revolution, which initiated a new phase in human-animal�
relations. It created a completely new life form: domesti-�
cated animals. With the passage of centuries this novel life�
form became dominant. Today more than 90 percent of all�
large animals are domesticated.�
 Farmers take care to meet the physical needs of�
their animals to ensure that they survive, grow, and repro-�
duce. However in all animals, instincts, drives, and emo-�
tions evolved to meet the evolutionary pressures of�
survival and reproduction. They become needs. When�
these pressures to survive and reproduce are removed by�
domestication, the instincts, drives, and emotions remain.�
 In recent decades scientists have demonstrated that�
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instincts, drives, and emotions are not some�
spiritual phenomenon that are useful just for�
writing poetry and composing symphonies.�
Rather, they are biochemical algorithms that�
are vital for the survival and reproduction of�
all mammals.�
An algorithm is methodical set of�
steps that can be used to make calculations,�
esolve problems, and reach a decision. It is not�
a particular calculation, but the method followed�
to make that calculation. For example, a recipe for�
making soup is an algorithm. It does not make soup.�
You need a person to follow the recipe. Or a machine�
that embodies this algorithm can be made to follow�
the recipe.�
 Machines that follow algorithms can work�
through mechanical gears and electric circuits. The�
algorithms that control humans and other mammals�
work through sensations, emotions, and thoughts.�
Harari gives the example of a baboon who spots a�
bunch of bananas on a tree, but knows there may be�
a lion lurking nearby. Should he run for the bananas,�
and take a risk of being caught by the lion, or just run�
away? He has to calculate how fast he can run, how�
far away the lion is, and what are the probabilities of�
eating the bananas rather than being eaten by the lion.�
He does not use a calculator to work out the probabilities;�
his whole body is the calculator. He�feels� hungry, he�
feels� fear, and within a split second decides to either run�
for the bananas, or run away. Millions of years of�
evolution have developed those feelings, which allow�
him to survive.�
 Survival in itself does not let an animal transmit�
genes to the next generation. It must reproduce. Natural�
selection involves passion and disgust as quick algorithms�
for evaluating reproductive odds. When a pea hen sees a�
peacock and admires his tail, or a woman sees an attractive�
man, powerful algorithms kick in. These algorithms�
convert tiny cues in the male’s appearance and circumstances�
into feelings, feelings that make her think that mating with�
him would bring her offspring�
with those characteristics.�
Peahens�,� and most women�,�
do not make these�
calculations with pen�
and paper; we just�
feel� them.�
 We are our algorithms.�


